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You already know that buying a new or used Lincoln is a smart choice, but did you know that
Lincoln cars often come with "smart" Lincoln parts? Here's a look at some of the smart Lincoln parts
currently available on new Lincoln cars.

Blind Spot Information System (BLIS) with Cross Traffic Alert â€“ The problem with blind spots is that
you can't see what is or isn't in close proximity to your vehicle. BLIS solves that by using radar
waves, warning lights, and audible tones to warn you. For example, when BLIS senses another car
in your blind zone, it illuminates a warning light in your side mirror. In addition the Cross Traffic Alert
system warns you when an approaching car is coming as you back your Lincoln out of a parking
spot.

Rain Sensing Wipers â€“ Lincoln cars equipped with rain sensing wipers automatically turn on when it
rains. These wipers can be set to five different sensitivity levels.

Adaptive HID Headlights â€“ Depending on the steering wheel's angle and your car's speed, adaptive
headlights turn in the same direction as the car. If you've ever driven on a curvy road at night, you'll
appreciate that your Lincoln headlights illuminate the road and not the open space beyond.

AdvanceTrac Electronic Stability Control â€“ Constantly monitoring your car's speed, steering wheel
angle, and throttle position, AdvanceTrac helps control the car on slippery surfaces.

MyKey â€“ Imagine being able to program your Lincoln car's alerts. With MyKey, you can. Each ignition
key can be programmed to better reflect your personal preferences. For example, you can set the
low fuel warning chime to alert you earlier than its default setting.

Sync Voice Activated Communications â€“ This Lincoln service allows you to make hands-free phone
calls, listen to your MP3 player through your car's stereo system, get turn-by-turn directions,
automatically call 911 in case of a collision, and more all with a few simple voice commands.

Rear view Camera â€“ Available on Lincoln cars equipped with navigation packages such as the
Lincoln MKZ, the rear view camera automatically turns on and displays an image on the navigation
system's screen whenever the car is put into reverse. Whether you need to park, back up, or hitch a
trailer to your Lincoln Navigator, a rear view camera can show you what's in your path.

These smart Lincoln parts can make driving your new Lincoln safer, more comfortable, and more
enjoyable.

Which Lincoln parts and packages have impacted your driving experience?
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